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 ِ ِ�ن� ٱۡ�ِ�ر� َ	ۡن َءاَ	َن ِ���� ـٰ ۞ ��ۡ#َس ٱۡ�ِ�ر� أَن ُ َو��وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم ِ�َ�َل ٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ِرِب َوَ�
َن َوَءاَ * ٱۡ�َ	-َل َ,َ+ٰ* ُ(�)ِ'ۦ َذوِ  ـۧ (#�ِ ِب َوٱ�/� ـٰ 0َِ1ِ3ٕٓ َوٱۡ�ِ�َ  ـٰ ى ٱ7�ُۡۡرَ�ٰ* َوٱۡ�َ#ۡوِم ٱ5َِ6ِۡر َوٱۡ�َ	َ+

َ+ٰوَة َوَءاَ *  َ�-ِب َوأََ�-َم ٱ�:� -3ِٕٓ+ِ#َن َوِ;* ٱ�ر) ِ�#ِل َوٱ�>� ِ�#َن َوٱۡ�َن ٱ�>� ـٰ َ	ٰ* َوٱۡ�َ	َ> ـٰ َوٱۡ�َ#َ 
َ=ٰوَة  َ@ُدواْ ٱ�ز� ـٰ ِ�ِر#نَ   َۖوٱۡ�ُ	و;ُوَن Bَ�ِۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا َ, ـٰ ٓاِء َوِ(#َن ٱD�َ�ۡۡ  َوٱ�:� ر� �Eِٓء َوٱ�-<َDۡ�َ�ۡۗسِ ِ;* ٱ  

3َِٕٓك ٱ��ِذ#َن َ:َد�ُواْ  ـٰ 3َِٕٓك ُھُم ٱۡ�ُ	 �7ُوَن  ۖأُْوَ� ـٰ )١٧٧( َوأُْوَ�  

It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to Allâh, etc.) that you turn 

your faces towards east and (or) west (in prayers); but Al-Birr is (the quality of) the one who believes in 

Allâh, the Last Day, the Angels, the Book, the Prophets[] and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it, to 

the kinsfolk, to the orphans, and to Al-Masâkin (the poor), and to the wayfarer, and to those who ask, 

and to set slaves free, performs As-Salât (Iqâmat-as-Salât), and gives the Zakât, and who fulfill their 

covenant when they make it, and who are patient in extreme poverty and ailment (disease) and at 

the time of fighting (during the battles). Such are the people of the truth and they are Al¬Muttaqûn 

(pious - see V.2:2) (177) 

27.20 

INTRO : Hadith of the Rasulullah salallahu alaihi wa salam stated :  

“ The one who came out ( of his home) seeking the Path of Knowledge , it is as if he went out for 

the sake of Allah “ .  

The Blessing of Allah allows these Gates to be opened, and He is the One who made it easy for 

us to acquire knowledge . Had it not be for Allah’s Mercy and Bounty , we would be heedless & 

negligent. Alhamdulillahi Rabb al Alamin for the ni’mat of Al Hidayah wa Al Ilm. May Allah 



always keep us firm always .Amin. And we thank Allah subhanahu wa ta’ala It is important to be 

on the Path & more so to remain on the Path at the time of death. Important to ask Allah “ Ya 

Rabbi, keep my heart on the way of Guidance & do not turn my heart away “.  

We need Allah & we need Messages from Allah – ie Kalamullah . Kalam as in Allah’s Attribute 

is unlimited. Allah say “ If you take the trees as a pen, & all the oceans as the ink, Allah Words 

will nvr finish. Kalamullah is poerefct – the Quran is needed to guide us in life . Our goal in life 

is one , Our religion is one , our Lord is one , our Rasul is one. So we must attach to Allah  -  

“ La Ilaha illa Allah”. 

In Ayat 177, Allah is not challenging you about what you can do physically. The challenge is not 

in the quantity of what you can do – the challenge is in the quality ie the HEART . You can have 

the whole Quran but without any quality. Or you can have only one Ayat  with quality . This is 

what Allah wants . Your race is your heart : How to do all ibadat with our heart fully in it. 

Ayat 177 is about Al Birr (goodness) where Allah tell us in sequence :  

• 1st is emphasis is on good deeds with Faith (for good deeds with no faith is useless).  

• How to be with people  

• How to give charity  

• Establish Solat  

• Zakat  

Why this sequence ? Why ‘iman’ , dealings with people , charity ? Why did Allah mention Zakat 

after Solat ? The people mentioned in Ayat 177 are of higher level – they are the : 

 Saadiqeen,  

 Mukminin &  

 Muttaqeen  

They are in a higher level ; so Allah’s kalam in Ayat 177 is actually referring to one whose Islam 

is perfect , his Iman is perfect , & his belief is strong. The indicator that gauges his belief is his 

sedeqah / to give (because the most beloved to a person is the desire for money). Those 

Muttaqeen overcome their desire for wealth & money, through their love for Allah,. If they 

overcome their weaknesses, they will do all that Allah listed in Ayat 177 ( regarding faith, how to 

be with people, charity, solat, zakat). We are surrounded by so many obstacles & enemies 

(shaitan, and more powerful than shaitan, is our own selves). May Allah make it easy for us. 

Amin.  

Hence we need to renew our intention everytime we do ibadah .  We do not want to acquire 

knowledge because of our desire. We do not want to base our da’wah  or ibadah on  our desire 

(eg because we have nothing else to do & we want friends). That is why everything is with our 

niat . Our main enemy is our own selves – our desires. Shaitan may not have power over us & we 



may be enjoying something/ibadah (this is a ni’mat from Allah) but RENEW OUR NIAT often . 

Do not say I was struggling to acquire knowledge before but now it is easy, Alhamdulillah. 

Indeed it is a blessing that Allah open your heart ; but our exam has not finished. ( Actually it is 

just starting). The MAIN obstacle for all of us is to free ourselves from our desire.  The morning 

& evening supplication :  

“ Allahumma inni a’udzubika min nafsi wa min sharri shaitani wa shirki “. 

Interpreting this in our daily life, it is as if the moment you wake up , you ask Allah “ Ya Rabbi, 

protect me from myself “. Often it does not cross our mind to ask this ; instead we ask protection 

from shaitan & our enemy .  We ‘Ourselves’ are our biggest enemy because it is confusing for 

us : “ Is it desire or is it really for the sake of Allah ? “  . When you ‘slip’ ( ie when you succumb 

to your desire in doing something) , no one else will be harmed except you yourself.  

That is why Ayat 177 talks about ‘giving wealth’/ charity – because those people overcome 

their weakness by thinking more of the others than about themselves. Only after that are   َوأََ�-َم
َ+ٰوَة َ َ=ٰوة   &  establishing solat / ٱ�:�  .giving zakat mentioned  /   َوَءاَ * ٱ�ز�

َ+ٰوةَ  ◌َ  َوأََ�-َم ٱ�:�  / establishing solat  &   ٰوة=َ  giving zakat   are obligatory acts  /   َوَءاَ * ٱ�ز�

whereas  َ ۦ'ِ  is not (obligatory)  (giving wealth even though you love it)  َوَءاَ * ٱۡ�َ	-َل َ,َ+ٰ* ُ(�)

, yet Allah mentions giving wealth before mentioning the obligatory acts of performing solat & 

giving zakat. This is to emphasise how these people overcome their shortcomings & their own 

selves.  

“ Allahumma inna ‘ala anfusina “ / may Allah help us against ourselves (our desires) because  

the self wants it easy what suits you .   May Allah make us remember : “ Allahumma inna ‘ala 

dzikrika wa shukira wa al husni ‘ ibadati “  

Continue from last week  

 ِ ِ�ن� ٱۡ�ِ�ر� َ	ۡن َءاَ	َن �ِ��� ـٰ ۞ ��ۡ#َس ٱۡ�ِ�ر� أَن ُ َو��وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم ِ�َ�َل ٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ِرِب َوَ�
َن َوَءاَ * ٱۡ�َ	-َل َ,+َٰ* ُ(�)ِ'ۦ َذِوى ٱ7�ُۡۡرَ�ٰ*  ـۧ (#�ِ ِب َوٱ�/� ـٰ 0َِ1ِٕ3ٓ َوٱۡ�ِ�َ  ـٰ َوٱۡ�َ#ۡوِم ٱ5َِ6ِۡر َوٱۡ�َ	َ+

َ+ٰوَة َوَءاَ * َوٱۡ�َ# َ  َ�-ِب َوأََ�-َم ٱ�:� -3ِٕٓ+ِ#َن َوِ;* ٱ�ر) ِ�#ِل َوٱ�>� ِ�#َن َوٱۡ�َن ٱ�>� ـٰ َ	ٰ* َوٱۡ�َ	َ> ـٰ
َ=ٰوَة  َ@ُدواْ ٱ�ز� ـٰ ِ�ِر#نَ   َۖوٱۡ�ُ	و;ُوَن �Bَِۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا َ, ـٰ ٓاِء َوِ(#َن ٱDۡ�َ�ۡسِ  َوٱ�:� ر� �Eِٓء َوٱ�-<َDۡ�َ�ۡٱ *;ِۗ  

3َِٕٓك ٱ��  ـٰ 3َِٕٓك ُھُم ٱۡ�ُ	 �7ُوَن  ِۖذ#َن َ:َد�ُواْ أُْوَ� ـٰ )١٧٧( َوأُْوَ�  

It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to Allâh, etc.) that 

you turn your faces towards east and (or) west (in prayers); but Al-Birr is (the quality of) the 

one who believes in Allâh, the Last Day, the Angels, the Book, the Prophets[] and gives his 



wealth, in spite of love for it, to the kinsfolk, to the orphans, and to Al-Masâkin (the poor), 

and to the wayfarer, and to those who ask, and to set slaves free, performs As-Salât 

(Iqâmat-as-Salât), and gives the Zakât, and who fulfill their covenant when they make it, 

and who are patient in extreme poverty and ailment (disease) and at the time of fighting 

(during the battles). Such are the people of the truth and they are Al¬Muttaqûn (pious - see 

V.2:2) (177) 

 

َ@ُدواْ  ـٰ  and who fulfill their covenant when they make it  َۖوٱۡ�ُ	و;ُوَن �Bَِۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا َ,

 

2 types of   ِد@ۡ,َ  / Promises / Covenant :  

• Allah make the promise a  must on us ( eg solat, zakat) – we MUST fulfill. We need Allah 

& we must prove to Allah we really do this for Allah,  to obey Allah ( sami’na wa aTa’na) 

. Allah will bring even one obligation ( eg solat, zakat)  to us in different ways in the 

Quran. Allah knows the humans & He encourages us in different  ways to do our 

obligations. The obligation which Allah oblige you to do is  ِد@ۡ,َ  / Promises / Covenant.    

So we MUST  fulfill  it , must do it , it is a covenant . We must follow it . It is enough for 

Allah to say “ Aaatu Zakat “ . But Allah mentions about zakat & sedeqah in different 

Ayats in the Quran & in different ways . eg the Ayat that says you “ give Allah a loan” 

(when you give sedeqah)  - Allah does not need the loan. In fact,  He will repay it & will 

Reward you.  

• Other kinds promises He made for Himself  

These 2 types of   ِد@ۡ,َ   / promises must be fulfilled. If we must fulfill our promises to people , 

what more our covenant  to Allah . Allah’s obligations which He obliges us to do are a covenant, 

it is ‘ahd min Allah . Even amongst people , you will feel more obliged to fulfil your promises to 

those of higher position. No one is greater than Allah , so His Commandments are more 

deserving to be fulfilled than our covenants  to humans. We gave our promise to Allah so we 

MUST fulfill them . Promises to humans too must be fulfilled .  

The person himself gave a promise like nadzr /promise to Allah . eg “  if my sick son is healed , I 

will give sedeqah” . Allah knows humans’ limit  :  

• all obligations must be fulfilled  

• the non- obligations/ voluntary can fulfilled  IF you want to  

• nadzr is something  non-obligatory but the person himself made it obligatory on himself 

because he gave a promise to Allah. Ulamak said nadzr is disliked ( not haram) because 

he will only do the good deed when what he wants is done.  Only the bakhil / the miser do 



nadzr especially so when Allah has given us in abundance. Eg an elderly lady said she 

was sick & made nadzr to myself ( but Allah knows what is in her heart): “ If Allah cure 

me , I will fast every Thursday & Monday “ . Then Allah cured her – but now it is a must 

to fulfill even when she is now too old & tired & sickly to keep fulfilling this nadzr.  Why 

torture ourselves ? Even though Allah Loves those who fulfil their covenant, why put 

conditions  to the promises ? We may not fulfill our covenant because we forget but Allah 

never forget . If we put a condition to our promise, & then the condition is met , we 

MUST fulfill our covenant.  

A person makes obligatory what is otherwise NOT obligatory, when condition/s he wants are 

met. � this is disliked .  Before you make this promise ( based on a condition to be met) , you 

must consider seriously if you can fulfill it . A promise you make even with no conditions ( ie this 

is NOT a nadzr) put out MUST be considered wisely because once made, the promise must be 

fulfilled too .  

If a person promise to Allah , he must fulfill it . Nadzr is miserly because you put a condition . 

But nadzr MUST be fulfilled because this is promise with Allah.  

• When we give oath to people, we must fulfil it  

Eg when you say you will come to a friend’s house , you must fulfill it . The Muttaqeen will not 

promise Allah or people unless they can fulfill them. They are cautious of their utterances . 

Sometimes you promise people, “ InshaAllah , I will come “ with intention NOT to keep the 

promise. ‘InshaAllah’ means I WILL DO IT with Allah’s Will .’InshaAllah’ is only if something 

happen, I cannot fulfill my promise .  

Ulamak Al Hadith do not take Hadith from anywhere. They check & verify EACH Hadith , 

travelling far to check the person’s truthfulness. They are verifying the truthfulness if those later 

in the sanat / chain ( those earlier in the sanat are often truthful) . Once, the Ulamak Al Hadith 

met a man (in the sanat who narrated a Hadith ) who called his horse while pretending that he 

has something in his hand for the horse . The horse came to get what is his hand . This man’s 

narration was rejected because he lied to an animal.  

َ@ُدواْ  • ـٰ  and who fulfill their covenant when they make it includes  َۖوٱۡ�ُ	و;ُوَن Bَ�ِۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا َ,

even oath to animals which must be fulfilled too  eg  Sheikh Uthaymeen used to feed a cat 

at his front door . Whenever he exits the door, the cat would be waiting for her food from 

him. One day, he did not have food to give her . So he left his house from the BACK 

DOOR so the cat will not be disappointed .  eg If you call a cat pretending you have food 

for it . You MUST really give food to the cat. 

 

 



The next group :                                        َِ�ِر#ن ـٰ  ٱ�:�

 

ِ�ِر#نَ  ـٰ ٓاِء َوِ(#َن ٱDۡ�َ�ۡسِ  َوٱ�:� ر� �Eِٓء َوٱ�-<َDۡ�َ�ۡٱ *;ِۗ  

and who are patient in extreme poverty and ailment (disease) and at the time of fighting 

(during the battles). 

  

May Allah shower us with sabr. Amin . Let us see the Ayat  177 : 

ِ�ن�  ـٰ ِ  ٱۡ�ِ�ر� َ	ۡن َءاَ	نَ ۞ ��ۡ#َس ٱۡ�ِ�ر� أَن ُ َو��وْا ُوُ�وَھُ�ۡم ِ�َ�َل ٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ِرِق َوٱۡ�َ	ۡ�ِرِب َوَ� ���ِ�
َن َوَءاَ * ٱۡ�َ	-َل َ,+َٰ* ُ(�)ِ'ۦ َذِوى ٱ7�ُۡۡرَ�*ٰ  ـۧ (#�ِ ِب َوٱ�/� ـٰ 0َِ1ِٕ3ٓ َوٱۡ�ِ�َ  ـٰ  َوٱۡ�َ#ۡوِم ٱ5َِ6ِۡر َوٱۡ�َ	َ+

َ+ٰوَة  َ�-ِب َوأََ�-َم ٱ�:� -3ِٕٓ+ِ#َن َوِ;* ٱ�ر) ِ�#ِل َوٱ�>� ِ�#َن َوٱۡ�َن ٱ�>� ـٰ َ	ٰ* َوٱۡ�َ	َ> ـٰ َوَءاَ * َوٱۡ�َ#َ 
َ=ٰوةَ  َ@ُدواْ  ٱ�ز� ـٰ ِ�ِر#نَ   َۖوٱۡ�ُ	و;ُوَن �Bَِۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا َ, ـٰ ٓاِء َوِ(#َن ٱDۡ�َ�ۡسِ  َوٱ�:� ر� �Eِٓء َوٱ�-<َDۡ�َ�ۡٱ *;ِۗ  

 ٓ ـٰ 3َِٕٓك ُھُم ٱۡ�ُ	 �7ُوَن  3َِٕۖك ٱ��ِذ#َن َ:َد�ُواْ أُْوَ� ـٰ )١٧٧( َوأُْوَ�  

It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to Allâh, etc.) that 

you turn your faces towards east and (or) west (in prayers); but Al-Birr is (the quality of) the 

one who believes in Allâh, the Last Day, the Angels, the Book, the Prophets[] and gives his 

wealth, in spite of love for it, to the kinsfolk, to the orphans, and to Al-Masâkin (the poor), 

and to the wayfarer, and to those who ask, and to set slaves free, performs As-Salât 

(Iqâmat-as-Salât), and gives the Zakât, and who fulfill their covenant when they make it, 

and who are patient in extreme poverty and ailment (disease) and at the time of fighting 

(during the battles). Such are the people of the truth and they are Al¬Muttaqûn (pious - see 

V.2:2) (177)   

In   ۡن	نَ ) 1(ٱۡ�ِ�ر� َ	َءاَ      we know that: 

  .to believe’ is a VERB‘ /  َءاَ	نَ  •

   to give wealth ‘ is a VERB ’/  َوَءاَ * ٱۡ�َ	-لَ    •

َ+ٰوةَ   •   .to establish solat’    is a VERB‘ /  َوأََ�-َم ٱ�:�

َ=ٰوةَ    •  .to give zakat’  is a VERB‘ /      َوَءاَ * ٱ�ز�

They are all Verbs so we need to always renew .  



• But ُدوا@َ ـٰ  involving whoever ‘ fulfill a promise   ‘  is a / َوٱۡ�ُ	و;ُوَن �Bَِۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا َ,

NOUN , meaning it is a constant and must be done .  

• And   َِ�ِر#ن ـٰ   is a NOUN too  َوٱ�:�

The difference between a  VERB & NOUN , is that when you have a VERB in the Quran, it can 

decrease or increase & it must be renewed. A NOUN is always CONSTANT & never separated 

from Verb. Solat, zakat,&  faith , has its ups & downs & you need renewal . But  As Saabirin is a 

Noun – meaning Al Birr need patience.  

At Muttaqeen , Al Birr or Al Abrar are SABR ALL THE TIME – a constant . They are sabr all the 

time. Everyone of us has a title. Those people in this Ayat are titled As Saabirin . We often 

regard the As Saabirin as the Miskeen because we assume they have no other choice . BUT sabr 

is a way to relief .  

What is as Sabr ? To Sabr is :  

• to control   

• hold yourself from complaining 

• hold yourself against disagreeing 

• hold yourself from feeling displeased 

• hold yourself against not feeling contented.  

These are sabr – you are holding yourself. Subhanallah, we complain of so many things as if not 

happy. Sabr means faith – so there are always tests for your sabr. If you believe in Allah then 

you know whatever Allah give for you is the best – this leads to sabr. Allah is Al Wise , All  

Knower , so nothing in this Dunia is coincidence . Instead everything are Decreed, & ordained 

even before our creation. This leads to sabr.  

No voice for a few minutes… 

… waiting in the sun in the desert – this is sabbarun – this is extreme. As Sabr is opposite 

complaining . Leave the small issues – often you do not like many things but they are small 

issues. Be positive & take action by helping somebody or tell her what to do. Do not complain & 

whine because this is negative. When you sit with someone who complains & whines over 

everything, you find yourself feeling negative. Complaining means they are not happy with what 

Allah Gives them. Actually, we complain over minor issues & we make it like big issues. Never 

satisfied with even big issues .  

If you want to complain, the DO SO TO ALLAH , the One who can Change the situation. When 

you talk to Allah, He can give you (what you need), He can Reward you, & Allah can change the 

situation to relieve you of the problem. But we are not used to talking to Allah . Sabr is belief -



that no one can give the solution except Allah & He will Give the best for me . The best friend, 

the best Wali is Allah subhanahu wa ta’ala .  

Complaining to humans is like complaining about Allah because everything comes in life 

according to Allah’s Decree. That is Hiqmah when there is something not good . Even though 

others are good but Allah will make something still not good so that we are not at rest with 

Dunia , so we will prefer Akhirah. Allah will Test your faith, &  sabr.  Are you pleased ? This is 

Allah’s Action, so do not think of people. Your thinking will then be wider, not narrow. As 

Saabirin complain to Allah .  

3 cases when As Saabirin , At Muttaqeen are saabireen.  

ِ�ِر#نَ  ـٰ ٓاءِ  ِ;* ٱDۡ�َ�َۡ>-ٓءِ  َوٱ�:� ر� �Eسِ  َوٱ�Dۡ�َ�َۡۗوِ(#َن ٱ  

and who are patient     in extreme poverty     and ailment (disease)     and at the time of 

fighting (during the battles). 

 

Dۡ�َ�َۡ>-ٓءِ ِ;* ٱ .1    in extreme poverty .    ِٓء-<َDۡ�َ  is from ‘fuqqar’ . Poverty does not mean a 

person does not have money .Poverty /    ِٓء-<َDۡ�َ  means you are in need – any needs – of 

children, money, happiness, any needs . As Saabirin are  َِ�ِر#ن ـٰ ِ;* ٱDۡ�َ�َۡ>-ٓءِ  َوٱ�:�   

Actually   ِٓء-<َDۡ�َ�ۡٱ   is Al Faqeer (not the poor . Faqeer means ‘ in need’ either of friends ( 

even though he is rich), of something ). Al Faqeer need PATIENCE because he does not 

have a need ( a car , no money, no food). This reforms a person & reforms a society. If  a 

person does not have a need but he sees others having it, he will have a bad feeling 

towards people if he does not have patience & belief. He will have anger & crime start. 

Sickness of the heart will set in & his emotions causes inner pain. eg He sees others 

enjoying food but he does not have food to eat . She is happy & I am not. He will have 

emotional & mental pain on top of physical pain. Eg When he sees the rich, he feels pain. 

When he is others wearing nice, he feels pain. If he is hungry, he feel pain. If he eat 

something he does not like & others get to eat whatever they want, he will feel pain. This 

creates enmity between people . Allah Says the Muttaqeen do not have this (pain), do not 

have enmity amongst themselves because they are saabireen. They do not complain.  

Allah Gives & does not Give for a  reason. If he get , may be he will be something 

bad. When you do not have something, do not compare with others – this is the worst to 

do. Eg Sometimes a mother has a rich daughter & a poor daughter – but a daughter does 

not have to be like the mother . You are yourself – you are good the way you are. This is 

as Saabireen - sabr in what you do not have. Some are not sabr because of the family. 

(“You still live in the same house? Still the same car?“ ).  



People make others not sabr – these are the human shayateen . Humans should 

encourage people to be more sabr – do not make people feel they are more faqeer (more 

in need ).  Do not make people feel bad, feel jealous of what they do not have. Some 

people have & some do not have .  As sabireen   will be sabr over what they do nto have 

– they are content , pleased .  

The As Saabireen do not do any outer action – they are just withholding the 

complaints, the discontentment . This by itself is an ‘ibadah,&  al ihtisaab ( I am sabr, 

not complaining of  a situation is an ‘ibadah). Ihtisaab means I am sabr for the sake of 

Allah . You do not complain; not because it is embarrassing to complain in front of 

people. Do not tell the needy not to complain because of people but do so (ie not to 

complain) because of Allah.   

A person needs sabr in not committing sins. If no sabr, sins occur ( jealous, hate, 

crime, betray, cheat). Allah start with  sabr by the faqeer (   َِ�ِر#ن ـٰ * ٱDۡ�َ�َۡ>-ٓءِ ِ;  َوٱ�:�  )  

because it is common for the needy to complain . Sins of the heart is worse than outer 

sins. People compare with others what they do not have.  

Everything  is an inner battle. Reward for the As Saabireen is “ Inna Allah ma’a 

As Saabireen / Allah will be them “ ( Surah Al Baqarah) . “ Inna Allah yuhibbu l as 

saabireen / Allah Loves the As Saabireen “ Alla the deeds has a rewrad – except the sabr 

which has no fixed reward. Sabr is unlimited depending wholely on Allah .   

 

ٓاءِ  .2 ر� �Eَوٱ�    and ailment (diseases) . -   ِٓاء ر� �Eٱ�      is different types of sicknesses ie 

something ailing you . Reasons for Sickness vary – eg you  say “ I am sick because I sit 

beside someone with flu.” . This is not sabr because this is a form of complaining .  Think 

positive – instead feel good. Do not make it as a source for you to complain. Some say “ I 

do not know where this virus comes from “. Even a mosquito bite is a decree from Allah. 

Any kind of decree will befall on you. Any harm ( even a mosquito bite) need sabr – it is 

not haram to complain .  

Before Ahmad ibn Hambal died, he was sick. Often a sick person will groan. 

When asked , Ahmad ibn Hambal said even this is recorded by the angels. 

 Illness need sabr,  especially sabr  from complaining ( eg about source of virus, 

about the food you ate,  about your condition at the time you contacted the virus, how 

much medicine you have taken,  etc , even though it is all decreed). Just take precaution 

next time & do not lose you reward during this illness . Angels will record when you 

complain . Even if you complain or not, you are ill anyway . Better to sabr and get the 

best rewards.  Eg a lady was in labor & she did not take any painkiller . She was sabr in 

enduring the labor pain & did not complain or shout . People questioned this & 

questioned why she did not shout !! There is no worse pain than delivery pain but this is 

sabr   ِٓاء ر� �Eَوٱ� . You get rewarded even from the prick of a thorn – what more delivery 



pain. Eg Fever will remove the sins from a person like leaves falling from a  tree. If you 

think pain is pain, it will feel so. But seek Allah’s Help & Allah will relieve you of pain.  

Sabr   ِٓاء ر� �Eَوٱ�  is to be patient on the Decree. Places that really need sabr is at 

the TIME OF IMPACT – not after time lapses. It is not sabr if time has passed, or you 

have taken medication or pain killer.  

People get weak at the time of sickness so they complain. Sabr at this time is 

mentioned in a Hadith : In time of ease , have an extra dose of faith because this helps 

you in the time of weakness like illness . So strong faith at the time of wellness ( when 

rich, when healthy, etc) will help you to be strong in faith in the time of weakness ( when 

sick, when old, when poor, etc)  because Allah will give you support to be strong in time 

of weakness & need .  

 .and at the time of fighting (during the battles)   َوِ(#َن ٱDۡ�َ�ۡسِ  .3

 

 


